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ABSTRACT 

Embedded Acoustic Black Holes (ABH) have been investigated as a passive treatment for noise and 

vibration control. The ABH effect is produced from a plate thickness power taper which results in a local 

asymptotic reduction of wave speed within the ABH. Theoretically the local wave speed approaches zero at 

the ABH center, causing the waves to take an infinite amount of time to reach the center, thus the waves are 

“trapped” in the black hole. This work focused on the low frequency performance of plates with periodic 

grids of ABHs for structural vibration and radiated sound reduction. Plates with embedded ABH grids were 

modeled with detailed Finite / Boundary Element models. The results show the ABHs reduce the narrow 

band vibration and radiated sound power by up to approximately 20 dB or more over that of the heavier 

uniform panel, at frequencies below the theoretical cut-on of the ABH as a broadband absorber. The low 

frequency performance of the ABH grids can be tailored based on the low frequency vibration characteristics 

of the ABH unit cell. Detailed results for several ABH plate configurations are presented giving insight into 

key ABH low frequency design performance characteristics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Embedded Acoustic Black Holes (ABH) have shown significant benefits as passive treatments for 

noise and vibration control (1-5). The ABH effect is produced from a plate thickness power taper 

which results in a local asymptotic reduction of wave speed within the ABH feature. Theoretically the 

local wave speed approaches zero at the ABH center, causing the waves to take an infinite amount of 

time to reach the center, thus the waves are “trapped” in the black hole. In practice the wave speeds 

never vanish due to a finite taper termination thickness. The ABH features act to focus the vibrational 

energy of the plate where it can then be effectively damped within the ABH using an added high loss 

damping layer, or extracted from the system via an energy harvesting elements (6) .This work focused 

on the low frequency performance of plates with periodic grids of ABHs for structural vibration and 

radiated sound reduction. ABH theory addresses vibration absorption characteristics at frequencies 

where the plate bending wavelengths are smaller than the ABH characteristic dimension. For many 

applications of interest, such as vehicle systems, structural constraints may limit the size of an 

embedded ABH feature, yet also demand low frequency performance to meet vibration and noise 

reduction goals. These competing requirements could limit the applicability of embedded ABHs as 

potential design solutions, unless methods for quantifying and tailoring ABH low frequency 

performance are developed. This work focused on plates with embedded ABH grids modeled using 

detailed Finite Element (FE) models, with air loading modeled with coupled Boundary Element (BE) 

models, to examine vibration and radiated sound power performances due to specified force 

excitations. Total modal loss factors and modal densities can also be computed in order to examine the 

plate structure’s low frequency performance. The overall goal of this investigation was to develop 

detailed results for prototypical periodic grid ABH plate configurations examining the role of the ABH 
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cell, its low frequency dynamics, and the role of ABH cell / grid low frequency modal density in noise 

and vibration control. 

2. THEORY 

The concept of a Black Hole was first proposed by Pierre Simon Laplace in 1795. Using Newton’s 

theory of gravity, Laplace predicted that if an object was compressed to a small enough radius, the 

escape velocity of the object would be faster than the speed of light.  If the path of light is far from a 

black hole, there is no effect.  However, as the path approaches the black hole, there is at first a small 

deflection in the path, with increasing path deflection in closer range, and ultimately with the path 

entering the event horizon the deflected path is so curved that the light cannot escape.  The black hole 

is a singularity point in space, and as such possesses two key characteristics, zero volume and inf inite 

mass. 

Mironov
 
(1) observed a similar effect in structures, for structures this was later coined the 

“Acoustic Black Hole” effect by Krylov (2). Mironov calculated the wave propagation in plates 

observing there were theoretically no reflections of waves for a plate with a thickness which decreases 

smoothly to zero over a finite interval.  The wave speed asymptotically decreases so the wave takes an 

infinite time to reach the end of the taper, thus there is no reflected component and the tapered feature  

acts like a “Black Hole.”  Recently many other authors have examined fundamental one and two 

dimensional ABH concepts both theoretically and experimentally.  

Assuming rotary inertia and shear effects are small, the thin plate bending wave speed can be 

written as 
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where f  is the frequency, h  is the plate thickness, E  is the modulus of elasticity,  is the density, 

and  is the Poisson’s ratio.  For a plate of length L, with uniform thickness from 0 to L/2 and a power 

taper from L/2 to L, the wave speed in the tapered region becomes 
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Lh x h x  the full uniform plate thickness, and ,
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the tapered plate thickness. The resulting wave speed asymptotically approaches zero as the taper 

thickness approaches zero at the tip. As Mironov (1) showed, however, the tip of the ABH is a 

singularity condition where the wave speed vanishes, but in addition the singularity condition dictates 

that the velocity amplitude of the vibration becomes infinite 

3. MODELS AND ANALYSES 

Plates with embedded ABH grids were modeled with detailed Finite Element (FE) models, with the 

active and reactive air loading modeled with coupled Boundary Element (BE) models. Uniform plates 

were also modeled to serve as relative baselines to the ABH designs. The ABH plate models 

incorporated a full 5 x 5 (25-ABH) periodic grid, and a truncated (13-ABH) grid of ABH elements (Fig. 

1). The uniform and ABH panels were nominally 6.8 mm thick aluminum.  The mesh resolutions were 

refined in order to fully resolve the vibration and acoustic fields at the highest frequencies of interest.  

Figure 2 shows an example of the FE mesh within the ABH. The plate and damping layers were 

modeled using quadratic brick elements. The acoustic mesh used in the boundary element analyses 

were the same as the structural mesh (for the ABH panel just the uniform side of the plates were fluid 

loaded). The ABH features had an outer diameter of approximately10 cm, a taper of m= 2.2, a 2 mm 

(free) damping layer (material damping loss factor of 0.10) on the surface of the ABH taper region. 

The ABH panels had an outer diameter to center hole diameter ratio of OD/ID=10. The rows and 

columns of ABH cells were spaced approximately 4 cm from each other.  The uniform panel had added 

damping circular patches in the same locations as the 5x5 ABH plate to capture the “equivale nt” 

amount of added damping layer. 
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Figure 1: ABH and uniform panels with point force drives. a) Five by five grid 25-ABH panel, b) 13-ABH 
panel and c) uniform panel. 
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Figure 2: ABH cell, aspect ratio, and finite element mesh. a) ABH unit cell outer and inner diameters b) ABH 
unit cell cross-section with damping layer shown in yellow. 

 

Forced response analyses were performed to quantify the designs radiated sound power 

characteristics. Total modal loss factors were also computed both with and without structural-acoustic 

radiation losses in order to examine the roles mechanical damping vs acoustic radiation damping play 

in the total effective damping of the plate structures. The commercial finite element code 

NX/NASTRAN (7) was used to analyze the FE models which characterize both the uniform baseline 

and the ABH panels’ vibration characteristics. The acoustic / radiated sound power analyses were 

performed using the boundary element code POWER (8). The surrounding acoustic medium was air so 

the resonance frequencies for the panels did not shift significantly due to fluid coupling, but acoustic 

radiation damping did change the overall damping levels. The coupled FE/BE computations were 

performed using a modal frequency response formulation. The in vacuo structural modes were used as 

basis functions, with an extra term added into the equations of motion to represent the forces input 

back into the structure due to the acoustic pressure field. Air loading, both reactive and resistive, was 

considered on one side of the panels (for the ABH panel to side opposite the ABH features), with free 

mechanical boundary conditions and a baffled acoustical boundary (panels radiating into half space).  

A unit force point drive was applied and the surface averaged acceleration and total radiated sound 

power computed. The panel total masses were: uniform= 9.5 kg and 25-ABH= 7.6 kg. The uniform 

plate critical frequency was estimated at approximately 1900 Hz. 
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4. RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows the radiated sound power and surface averaged accelerance results for the ABH and 

uniform panels. The ABH plate shows up to 20 dB or more vibration and sound power reductions 

above 2,500 Hz due to the ABH features. Note the ABH panel is 20% lighter than the uniform panel. 

Below 2,500 Hz, the ABH panel shows lower sound power for some frequencies and higher sound 

power at other frequencies, but with similar amplitude trends.  
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Figure 3: ABH and uniform panel responses for harmonic point force drives. Total radiated sound power 

output, dB re 1x10‐12 W/N^2 (top), and surface averaged accelerance, dB re 1 m/s^2/N (bottom). 

 

Above approximately 6,500 Hz, the frequency where the plate bending wavelength equals the ABH 

outer diameter, the ABHs are expected to act as broadband absorbers. Figure 3 showed  substantial 

vibration reduction well below 6,500 Hz in the typical low / mid frequency range often of interest for 

vehicle systems. A closer examination of the ABH panel performance is examined by computing the 

modal loss factors up to 8,000 Hz. Figures 4 and 5 modal loss factor results for the ABH panel vs 

uniform panel. Figure 4 includes the resistive air loading, clearly showing the effects of acoustic 

radiation damping near and above the plate critical frequency of 1900 Hz. Figure 5 show the loss factor 

results with the air resistive loading removed. The ABHs increase the mechanical damping of the panel 

by approximately a factor of thirty five for much of the frequency band from 2,500 Hz to 8,000 Hz. The 

peaks in ABH modal loss factors around 2,600 Hz, 3,500 Hz and 5,000 Hz are due to low order modes 

within the ABH cells. The ABH panel low/mid frequency performance is strongly dependent on these 

low order ABH local modes. The 2,600 Hz / 3,500 Hz / 5,000 Hz clusters of increased loss factor 

modes are predominantly n=0 / n=1 / n=2 local ABH cell modes, where “n” refers to the number of 

waves around the circumference of the ABH. The clustering of modes around the loss factors peak 

values result from different phasing in the 5x5 ABH grid of the individual ABH cells. To assess the 

sensitivity of the ABH performance to the modal density of the low frequency ABH cells, a second 

truncated grid of 13 ABH cells (Fig 1) was assessed.  
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Figure 4: Modal loss factors including acoustic radiation damping for ABH panel vs uniform panel. The 
uniform panel critical frequency is approximately 1,900 Hz. 
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Figure 5: Modal loss factors without acoustic radiation damping for ABH panel vs uniform panel. The 
2,600 Hz / 3,500 Hz / 5,000 Hz clusters of increased loss factor modes are predominantly n=0 / n=1 / n=2 

local ABH cell modes. 
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The modal loss factors for the two ABH panels, 25 and 13 ABH grids, are compared to the baseline 

uniform panel in Figure 6 (acoustic radiation damping removed). Similar n=0 and n=1 ABH cell modes 

appear for the 13- ABH panel, but as might be expected there are fewer local modes due to the reduced 

grid. Note the ABH cell geometry could be tailored to optimize the frequencies of the 

low-frequency-damping peaks for a given application. Care needs to be taken, however, when 

designing the ABH cell to enhance low frequency performance, in order to maintain properties that 

adhere to the theoretical ABH smoothness requirements (1). Above approximately 5,500 Hz the modal 

loss factor trend is more uniform as the ABHs start to perform as broadband absorbers and their 

performance becomes less dependent on discrete internal cell modes. Figure 7 compares the 

cumulative mode counts for the three panels, clearly showing the growth due to the local ABH cell 

modes above approximately 2,500 Hz. Theoretically a thin uniform plate would have a constant modal 

density, which the uniform panel follows showing a nearly constant slope cumulative mode count in 

Figure 7. The increase in cum mode count of the 13-ABH panel over the uniform panel up to 2,800 Hz 

is approximately 20 modes. This is the same mode count increase for the 25-ABH panel over that of the 

13-ABH panel, as might be expected due to the doubling of ABH cells.  

Figure 8 compares the radiated sound power for the 25-/13- ABH designs, which can be compared 

to the baseline uniform panel in Figure 3. The effects of enhanced modal damping, as were shown in 

Figure 6, as well as the differences in modal density contribute to the ABH sound power reductions. At 

the ABH cell mode clusters of 2,600 Hz / 3,500 Hz / 5,000 Hz there is the most sound power reduction 

by the ABH panels, with the 25-ABH panel showing about 3 dB more reduction than the 13-ABH 

panel (noise reduction scales linearly by cell count). At the side band frequencies around 2,600 Hz / 

3,500 Hz / 5,000 Hz there is still significant improvement over the uniform panel, but a mix of 

performance at a given frequency between the 25-/13- ABH panels. At high frequencies, above 6,500 

Hz, the ABH panel’s sound power results show substantial reductions over the uniform panel and are 

also less peaked over the band of frequencies assessed. In the high frequency limit the 25-ABH panel 

is expected to have an average of 3dB increase in sound power reduction over that of the 13-ABH 

panel. 
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Figure 6: Modal loss factors without acoustic radiation damping for ABH panels (25-ABH and 13-ABH 
grids) vs uniform panel. The low order mode peak levels in LF are the same, but the 25-ABH panel has a 

higher number of local ABH cell modes. 
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Figure 7: Mode count ABH and uniform panels. Increases in modal density due to the 25-ABH and 13-ABH 
grids are significant above approximately 2,500 Hz. 
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Figure 8: ABH panel total radiated sound power output (dB re 1x10‐12 W/N^2). At the ABH cell mode 
clusters of 2,600 Hz / 3,500 Hz / 5,000 Hz there is the most sound power reduction by the ABH panels, with 

the 25-ABH panel showing about 3 dB more reduction than the 13-ABH panel. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results showed the periodic grids of ABHs reduce the narrow band radiated sound power by up 

to 20+ dB over that of the heavier uniform panel. The role that ABH cell internal vibration 
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characteristics play in ABH low frequency performance was demonstrated. Methods for enhancing 

ABH low frequency performance were illustrated by assessing the size of the ABH periodic grid and 

the role that local ABH cell modes / modal density play in overall noise and vibration reduction . The 

results presented quantify the ABH potential for noise and vibration control and the potential for 

embedded ABH grids. Detailed results for several ABH grid configurations were compared and 

contrasted with uniform plate results, giving insight into several key ABH design performance 

parameters of interest to noise and vibration engineers. Future work will explore optimization of the 

ABH embedded grid for optimal noise / vibration reduction and weight minimization , examining ABH 

grid spacing, size, and unit cell parameters. 
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